Distribution and modulation of surface charges of cells from human leukemia-lymphoma lines at various stages of differentiation.
Untreated and retinoic acid (RA) treated human leukemia-lymphoma cell lines reflecting hematopoietic cells at various stages of differentiation, were examined electron microscopically for their surface negative charge distribution using cationized ferritin (CF), an electron dense label of anionic sites. The results indicate that there is a correlation between the CF labeling density/distribution and the stage of lymphoid cell differentiation. Viable unfixed null cell lines show a low CF labeling density with few and small CF patches. A gradual increase in CF labeling density and increase in size and number of CF patches correlates with the stage of differentiation on cell lines of both T or B origin. Treatment of viable unfixed cells with 10(-5) MRA for 10 days seems to prevent the CF-induced formation of CF patches, resulting in a continuous and even distribution of the CF label, similar to that observed on the surface of cells fixed before CF labeling. Some correlation between the distribution of surface anionic sites and the malignant potential of the human leukemic lines could be detected.